Signal-switchable lab-on-paper photoelectrochemical aptasensing system integrated triple-helix molecular switch with charge separation and recombination regime of type-II CdTe@CdSe core-shell quantum dots.
Herein, a new "on-off-on" signal switch system combined triple helix molecular switch with efficient charge separation and transfer between different sensitization units was designed for the ultrasensitive photoelectrochemical (PEC) determination of prostate-specific antigen (PSA). Concretely, the initial "signal-on" state was obtained via the cascaded sensitization structure consisting of type-II CdTe@CdSe core-shell quantum dots (QDs), CdS QDs, and ZnO nanotubes, which were assembled on Au nanoparticles modified paper fibers with the aid of signal transduction probe (STP). Thereinto, the type-II CdTe@CdSe QDs with hole-localizing core and electron-localizing shell could enable the ultrafast charge transfer and retard the charge recombination, magnifying the initial photocurrent response and preserving the high efficiency of signal-switchable PEC aptasensing system. Subsequently, the PSA aptamer (PSA-Apt) modified with gold nanoparticles (GNPs) was introduced by the hybridization of PSA-Apt with STP and the hairpin configuration of STP changed from closed to open state, forming a triple-helix structure. Hence, the CdTe@CdSe QDs labeled on the terminal of STP moved away from the electrode surface while the GNPs kept attached close to it. The proposed aptasensor turned to "signal-off" state because of the dual inhibition of vanished cosensitization effect and signal quenching effect of GNPs. Upon the target recognition, the triple-helix structure was perturbed with the formation of DNA-protein complex and the recovery of STP hairpin structure, resulting in the second "switch-on" state. Based on the target-induced photocurrent enhancement, the proposed PEC aptasensor was utilized for the determination of PSA with high sensitivity, persuasive selectivity, and excellent stability.